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ABSTRACT: Grid parity occurred in the residential sector in the Netherlands in the period 2011-2012, because the
levelized cost of electricity (LCoE) for a typical residential PV system (0.6-5 kWp) was well below 0.2 euro/kWh, for
interest rates between 3 and 8%, while the retail electricity price was 0.23 euro/kWh, propelling a significant increase
in installed PV capacity in the residential sector. It is revealing to discuss the constellation of factors that have led to
grid parity in the Netherlands, and whether they will lead to continued market expansion. These factors include those
relevant to the industry (i.e. the cost learning curve and the overcapacity) as well as those specific to the Netherlands
(various policy incentives, net-metering, as well as large-scale purchasing actions). ‘Grid parity’ may not reflect the
growth perspectives for the industry because it gives no information on the adequacy of the PV system prices to
impel market expansion, or on the complexity and controls on grid electricity pricing, which depend only to a small
degree on generation costs. Low PV system prices were accompanied by an increase in installations but ‘unhealthy’
prices will not necessarily mean continued market expansion. The continuation of the cost learning curve to drive
down PV prices depends to a certain degree on R&D budgets, which are under severe pressure in the current
environment. Grid parity in the residential sector has been accompanied by a surge of installations, however this trend
is not being paralleled by the non-residential sectors.
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INTRODUCTION
2

When the cost of generating electricity using a
photovoltaic (PV) system is less than or equal to the price
of electricity from the grid, PV is said to have reached
‘grid parity’. In the Netherlands, PV became competitive
in the residential sector with grid electricity in the period
2011- 2012, according to the survey of the Dutch PV
market reported in this paper.
The amount of renewable energy in the total Dutch
energy supply reached 4.4% in 2012, up from 4.3% in
2011, with renewable electricity contributing 2.05% of
the 2012 energy consumption. [1] In July, 2013, the
Dutch government and a range of civil organizations,
facilitated by the Dutch Social and Economic Council
(SER), settled on the outlines of an Energy Agreement
for Renewable Energy that is slated to come for final
negotiation in late August, 2013. [3] The goals of 14%
renewable energy in 2020, and 16% in 2023, have been
articulated as prominent aims of the accord. [4] The
development from 4% to 14% in 7 years will require a
more intense focus on developing renewable energy than
in previous years.
In this paper, the PV system prices in the Netherlands
in 2012 are documented, the levelized cost of electricity
(LCoE) is calculated and compared to the electricity price
to determine the status of grid parity. Next, the salient
facts about the market development in 2012 are compiled
in order to reflect upon the most influential factors in the
market growth. These factors are the policy instruments
(especially residential net-metering and investment
subsidy), the decreasing price of PV systems, and the
increasing electricity price. Finally, each factor is
discussed in a bit more depth, with an outlook on the
prospects for both residential, small business and
industrial sectors. The aim is to identify the most
prominent economic and policy drivers for the observed
expansion in PV installations in the light of the goal to
achieve significant renewable energy penetration by
2020.

.
METHODOLOGY

The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) was
calculated using
∝
(1)
where α is the capital recovery factor, I the initial
investment, OM the operation and maintenance cost, and
E the annual electricity production. The capital recovery
factor is defined as
(2)
∝
with r the discount rate, and L the lifetime of the system.
The LCOE for 4 different PV system sizes (0.6, 2.5,
5, and 50 kWp) are calculated. The size of a PV row
house roof system is typically 2.5 kWp for an average
Dutch household (i.e. consuming 3500 kWh/year). A
typical, mortgage-related interest rate is 6%, while a softloan rate may be possible at 3%. Commercial rates may
be 8% or higher. Further, energy yields of systems in the
Netherlands are between 800 and 950 kWh/kWp,
depending on the specific installation. The electricity
price modeling reflects the increase, over the period
2010-2012, of average consumer electricity prices of just
under 8%.
In the PV Parity project [2], the LCOE for a 3.5 kWp
system for a Dutch household, consuming on average
3500 kWh per year, was calculated using a slightly
different approach. The capital recovery factor was
calculated using a typical weighted average cost of
capital between 2.3% and 4.5% annually, reflecting a
debt cost of between 3.5 -6.7% per year, depending on
the debt/equity ratio. The system cost was taken to be 1.8
€/Wp, with no public financing. The results of the PV
Parity project included projections of the development of
the PV system LCOE as compared to the electricity
prices from 2012 to 2030. The price of the PV system in
the Netherlands was forecast to decrease at a rate of
3%/year up to 2018, followed by a learning rate of 15%
in the PV manufacturing costs from 2018 to 2030. Retail
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and whollesale electricity prices weere predicted to
increase att rates of 3%/yyear and 1.5%/y
year, respectiveely,
based on hhistorical trendss. [5]
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pment in 2012 for PV system
ms,
Figure 1. Price develop
excludingg installation, in the Netherlands, accordiing
to system size, for both tilted
t
and flat rooftop system
ms.
Price data for PV system
ms were collecteed over the periiod
ned for both tiltted
2012-20133, and included systems design
and flat rooofs. Figure 1 shows the dev
velopment of P
PV
system priice according to
t system size for both flat aand
tilted systeems. PV moduule prices decreased by 44% ovver
2012. [6]

fo
or soft and mo
ortgage type looans on system
ms of 2.5-5
kW
Wp. The siting of the system w
will determine it’s energy
yiield, but the most typical energy yield
ds for the
Netherlands lie in the range oof 800-950 kW
Wh/kWp. A
haandy rule-of-thu
umb is that thee system pricee (in €/Wp)
caan be divided by
y ~10 to reach LCOE (in €/kW
Wh). Figure
3 and 4 show th
he developmentt of LCOE for residential
nd small scale commercial connsumers.
an
Table 2. LCO
OE (€/kWh)forr PV systems sited
s
for
energy yield between 800-9550 kWh/kWp,a
at various
interest rates,
r
with 1%
% O&M assum
med.
energy
size price
yield
33%
6%
8%
kW
Wp €/Wp
kWh/kWp
k
800

Table 1. P
Prices for PV systems
s
and in
nstallation, 20112
system size

price

kWpp

€/Wpp

installattion
€/Wp
p

total
€/Wp

0.6

1.833

0.60

2.43

2.5

1.588

0.40

1.98

5

1.399

0.30

1.69

50

1.399

0.20

1.59

For systeems smaller than 5 kWp a very broad rangee of
prices is found. A brooad range of system prices is
observed, with smaller syystems having a wider variatioon.
The system
m prices includding installation
n are found to be
(Table 1):: 2.43 €/Wp foor 0.6 kWp, 1.98 €/Wp for 22.5
kWp, 1.699 €/Wp for 5 kW
Wp, and 1.59 €/Wp
€
for 50 kW
Wp.
The latterr price is moree of a conservaative estimate, as
systems siizes larger thann 13.8 kWp aree not offered. T
The
price dropp for PV panelss continued into
o 2013, as show
wn
in Figure 22.
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0.218
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0.175
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0.206
0.175
0.165
0.238
0.194
0.166
0.156
0.212
0.173
0.148
0.139

0.315
0.257
0.219
0.206
0.296
0.242
0.206
0.194
0.280
0.228
0.195
0.183
0.250
0.203
0.174

RESU
ULTS & DISCU
USSIONS

3.1 LCOE
E calculations annd grid parity sttatus
For the fo
four system sizzes, with assocciated prices, tthe
LCOE is calculated forr three differeent values of tthe
interest raate. Results aree shown in Taable 2; the valuues
reaching ggrid parity are highlighted in
n yellow and are
equal or llower than the 2012 price off electricity (0 .23
€/kWh) chharged by utilitiies. Grid parity has been reachhed

Fiigure 3. Levellized cost of ellectricity (LCO
OE) of PV
geenerated electricity (yellow)
w) versus the electricity
prrice for resideential consum
mers in the Neetherlands.
LC
COE values arre calculated uusing Eq.1 witth 25 years
ecconomic lifetim
me, 900 kWh/kkWp annual yield
y
and a
3%
%-8% range of interest ratess.
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Figure 4. Levelized cosst of electricity
y (LCOE) of P
PV
generated
d electricity, based
b
on currrent PV modu
ule
prices, veersus the electricity price for small-sc ale
commerciial consumers (using ~50,00
00 kWh/year) in
the Netheerlands LCOE values are calculated usiing
Eq.1 25 years economic lifetime, 900 kWh/kW
Wp
i
rates.1
annual yieeld and a 6%-112% range of interest
3.2 PV maarket development in 2012 in the
t Netherlandss
Annuaal installations more than trip
pled in 2012 ovver
the previious year, bringing
b
the cumulative P
PV
installationns from 145 MW
M in 2011 to 340
3 MW in 20 12.
[1] Abouut 85% of thhe cumulative installations aare
residentiall, 15% commerrcial and no siignificant fractiion
of groundd-mounted or inndustrial applications. [2] T
The
growth inn 2012 was alm
most entirely in the residenttial
sector.
3.3 Factorrs influencing thhe PV market growth
g
PV syystem prices. Since the 197
70’s, PV modu
dule
prices havve decreased byy about 20% with every doubliing
of producction volume, reflecting
r
the ‘learning’ of tthe
industry on how to produce theirr product moore
efficientlyy. In 2011, the European Photovoltaic Indusstry
Associatioon published a report which used
u
the ‘learniing
curve’ to fforecast that PV
V system prices would decline by
roughly 77% per year (for 900 kW
Wh/kW irradiannce
conditionss, between 2011 and 2015). [7] This rrate
reflects a relatively healtthy relationship
p between suppply
and demannd.
Over tthe last decadee, Europe has provided
p
most of
the demannd for PV modules.
m
In 2012 however, tthe
backpedaling of support schemes in Eu
urope’s largest P
PV
markets hhave retarded demand.
d
Obserrving the currrent
major conntraction, market analysts exp
pect 70% of P
PV
companiess to go out of business
b
by thee end of 2013. [8]
These diffficult conditionns have caused even the top fo
four
PV manuffacturers worldw
wide (Yingli Grreen Energy, Fiirst
Solar, Triina Solar and Canadian Solar) to suffer nnet
losses in 22012. [9]
Slowed demand cauused an overcaapacity of suppply
creating thhe conditions for
f producers to
t seek to unlooad
their invenntory at reducedd prices, in ordeer to more quickkly
return the market to a beetter balance. The 44% dropp in
he Netherlandss is
module prrices observed in 2012 in th
largely ann effect of ovvercapacity in the PV industtry,
estimated to be about 50 GW in 2012
2. [10] With tthe
1

In the coommercial sector PV systems are entitled to an
income taxx deduction off 41.5% of the investment cossts.
For an inncome tax of 25%, this has been taken innto
account ass a 10.4% invesstment subsidy.

prrojected currentt growth of the global PV indu
ustry of 3045
5 GW in 2013, it is expected that the overcaapacity will
bee corrected by mid-2014
m
or earrly 2015. [11]
There was a concern that the Sino-Euro
opean trade
dispute over the alleged Chinesee dumping of PV
P modules
in
n Europe at unsustainable pricces would imp
pose severe
peenalty tariffs, caausing the pricee of Chinese PV
V panels to
sh
hoot up. In actuality, thee European Commission
C
recently decided
d to allow a ccollective maxiimum of 7
GW
Wp per year of
o Chinese solaar panels to be imported
without duties, as
a long as theyy are sold at a minimum
prrice of 0.56 €/W
Wp2, (the low end of the cu
urrent price
raange). Sales vo
olumes over 7 GW would bee subject to
tarriffs averaging 46.7%. [12] [[13] As of Au
ugust 2013,
prrices have stabillized at current levels. [14] [15
5]
PV compan
nies need to return to a sustainable
sittuation in whiich the marginn in the pricees of their
prroducts is adequ
uate for their coontinued operaation. They
will need to brin
ng prices up orr manage to su
urvive until
th
heir costs come down. In eitheer case, they mu
ust seek out
th
he markets with growing dem
mand. The Asia-Pacific
A
arrea, now also th
he hub of PV maanufacturing, iss displacing
Eu
urope as the ceenter for PV deeployment. It is
i now also
th
he fastest growin
ng market, show
wing a 90% increase over
a year
y ago. [16]
The amount of time it takkes for the costs to come
do
own due to innovation e.g.. to continue along the
‘leearning curve’, will depend laargely on the reesources for
R&
&D available to
t the industry.. For many of the top PV
module
m
manufaacturers, the R&D-to-sales ratio has
remained less th
han 2% from 20007 through 20
011 [17], a
lev
vel indicating an
a underinvestm
ment in research
h. [18] The
co
ombined corporrate and governnment R&D inv
vestment in
so
olar PV contracted by 1% in 22012 as compared to 2011.
[19]. The 12 top
p PV module m
manufacturers (of which 2
arre European) reeduced their R
R&D spending by ~9% in
20
012, as compaared to 2011, due to the 2nd year of
fin
nancial losses for the ind
ndustry worldw
wide. [20]
Th
herefore in the current condittions, it is hard
d to predict
wh
hether costs will continue to fa
fall due to ‘learn
ning’.
p
have beeen a controllin
ng factor in
PV module prices
th
he arrival of grid
d parity in the N
Netherlands, bu
ut it appears
th
heir continued sttability at thesee levels dependss largely on
ho
ow PV markets outside Europee develop.
p few yearss, residential cu
ustomers in
During the past
th
he Netherland
ds have parrticipated in collective
pu
urchasing action
ns, many of whhich offer not on
nly reduced
sy
ystem prices, bu
ut also ease baarriers for instaallation and
ad
dministration. These
T
actions haave been highly
y successful
in
n the Netherland
ds, but would nnot have occurrred without
th
he important pollicy foundationn for residential customers:
neet-metering.
The main po
olicy instrumen
ents for renewaable energy
in
nvestment by th
he non-residenntial sector are the SDE+
su
ubsidy program
m and various ttax incentives. The SDE+
su
ubsidized a slug
ggish 17 MW oof PV systems in 2012, i.e.
8%
% of the 2012 newly
n
installed PPV capacity. [2
21] [22]
The residenttial sector hass evidenced much
m
more
vigorous growth
h (178 MW)).
There waas a 15%
in
nvestment subsidy introducedd in 2012 for residential
co
onsumers to reeceive a discoount of 15% on
o the PV
2

0.56 €/Wp is the
t price on thhe European Sp
pot Market
(C
Chinese goods customs-cleareed), i.e. it is a net price
without VAT in Euro per Wattt peak. It corressponds to a
ystem price of between
b
1.1-1.44 €/Wp.
sy
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system price at the time of purchase, capped at a
maximum of €650/system. In 2012 there were 39,000
subsidy requests for systems averaging 2.92 kWp, drawn
from a budget of 21.55 million euros. [23] This amount
funded an installed capacity of 12 MWp (at 1.76 €/Wp),
and lowered the barrier for residents to purchase about
100 MWp of PV systems. The subsidy offer has now
come to an end.
The measure that facilitates the economics of the PV
system over its lifetime, however, is net-metering. Netmetering is the accounting and compensation for 1 kWh
of electricity injected onto the grid with 1 kWh of
electricity drawn from the grid, and is key to the
economic value of a residential system.
Since 2004, net-metering has only been allowed for
small-scale consumers (i.e. those with a “residential size”
electrical connection of 3x80A) who feed-in and receive
electricity using the same connection. The initial volume
limit of 3000 kWh was increased to 5000 kWh in 2011,
and will most probably be entirely removed, de jure, by
January, 2014. [22] The intention is to allow noncommercial users such as schools, farms and housing
organizations to benefit from installing their own
renewable energy generation systems.
In June, 2013, while speaking in a session of the
Dutch parliament, however, Minister Kamp of the Bureau
of Economic Affairs has expressed the opinion that netmetering should eventually be replaced by a significantly
less supportive measure. [23]. The replacement of
household analog electric meters with digital meters in
the next years will carry with it a discussion of how or if
net-metering will continue in the Netherlands.
A typical Dutch household with a PV system sized to
meet the yearly demand of the household naturally selfconsumes roughly between 30-40% of the electricity
generated by a rooftop system. [4] [23] The rest of the
power flows onto the grid. Everyone seems to agree that
this household is entitled to receive a fair compensation
for their contribution to the electricity supply. The
disagreement comes when discussing the value placed on
the unit of decentralized renewable energy.
Vested interests, who take up the argument in Europe
as well as the US, say that if this unit of PV electricity is
valued at the wholesale electricity market price, then this
household gets away with not paying taxes or grid
charges for the equivalent amount of electricity that they
later pull off the grid. They have also claimed that
customers using only ‘grey’ electricity have to pay the
grid charges bill for the ‘green’ electricity customers, (i.e.
a ‘cross-subsidy’), which is unfair. In the Netherlands,
the grid charges are applied as flat fees according to
capacity of the electricity connection, but this fact has not
stopped the argument from surfacing in the ‘Tweede
Kamer’ of parliament. [24] In Flanders, utility companies
have successfully lobbied to impose grid access fees on
residential PV operators. The fee structure means a
reduction of 15% of the PV production benefits. [24]
A thorough analysis of the costs and benefits of netmetering was conducted on the effects of net-metering as
carried out by investor owned utilities in California. [25]
They concluded that net-metering actually provides a
small net benefit to the non-green customers of 2 of the 3
utilities, and a small net cost to those of the third utility.
They consider the economic consequences due to avoided
energy and capacity costs, reduced costs for ancillary
services, lower line losses on the transmission and
distribution (T&D) network, reduced investments for the

T&D network and reductions in purchases of renewable
energy to meet required quotas.
All of these
considerations depend also on the physical electricity
infrastructure of the region under consideration. One
observation that stands out is that the net magnitude of
the economic effect of adding renewable energy to the
grid is quite small. This supports the observation by
some PV market analysts that the Flanders’ grid access
fee is excessive. [24]
The economic benefit of net-metering to utilities and
their customers is also clearly dependent on the design of
the electricity rates and market. This is unsurprising
considering that the current market design, and the
business models of utilities, has historically evolved to
accommodate only flows of centrally generated
electricity, without attention to its carbon footprint. Netmetering is an issue which actually brings to the forefront
the need to update the electricity market design to
actually encourage decentralized renewable energy
generation in order to reach the stated goals for a decarbonized electricity supply.
This question of the valuation of decentralized,
renewable production of energy as compared to the
related grid costs and taxes is seeping into the public
debate on the costs and benefits of renewable energy.
The comments of Minister Kamp in June 2013 have
begun this debate in the Netherlands.
Electricity prices are the baseline determining factor
in the arrival of the grid parity condition. Electricity
prices for residential consumers rose by 4.5 % between
2010 and 2011, and by 3.3 % between 2011 and 2012,
with a net change of 8 % between the second half of 2010
and the second half of 2012. Industrial consumers
experienced a price decrease between 2010 and 2011 of
4.1%, and an increase of 3.2% from 2011 to 2012. The
net change over the 2 years was a decrease of 1%. [27]
In the period 2005-2012, electricity prices (without taxes)
rose 43% for households, but stayed the same for
industrial customers. [27]
The increasing household electricity price will
continue to make PV systems a competitive choice for
households, certainly as long as net-metering stays in
place. The advantages of static electricity prices over the
life the PV system will become more valuable over time,
and various avenues for widening self-consumption
possibilities are being explored, especially in Germany.
Grid-parity has not yet arrived for industrial
consumers, and the prospects are not so clear. German
industrial electricity prices are below the average and
trending downward.
On average, Dutch industrial
electricity prices are lower than German ones. [29] In
June 2013, Minister Kamp expressed his concern over the
price difference between the rates for energy intensive
industries which are higher in the Netherlands than in
Germany. He proposed a rate cut for industries falling
into this category. [30]
4

CONCLUSIONS
In the Netherlands, PV system prices and residential
electricity prices reached grid parity in 2012. The surge
in residential PV installations shows that momentum for
PV in the Dutch residential sector is accumulating. This
‘bottom-up’ trend has not been paralleled by the nonresidential customers, which correlates with the lack of
existing long-term policies to overcome investment
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hurdles for the non-residential sector. The subsidy has
attracted investment by consumers, but is no longer on
offer. Net-metering remains the key enabler for the
residential sector to choose PV, but beyond a couple of
years the outlook for net-metering is uncertain. The
diverging trends of the residential sector and nonresidential sector have a polarizing potential.
4
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